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Rare photographs of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character (9)
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A collection of 14 rarely seen photos of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character for the films ?War and Peace? and ?The Nun?s Story? are set to go under the hammer.  The images originally belonged to Hepburn who relished the photos so much that she kept them until her death. (The photos ? which will be auctioned by?Nate D. Sanders Auctions on September 24, 2020 ? feature Hepburn in a variety of beautiful poses for both films.(Hepburn starred in the 1956 adaption of Leo Tolstoy?s classic novel ?War and Peace? as Countess Natasha Rostova.(One set of images show Hepburn both directly and sideways in portrait shots. Other photographs feature her wearing a bonnet and tiara. In another pose, co-star Henry Fonda embraces her.  Hepburn is also dressed in-character in pre-production images for ?The Nun's Story.? She portrayed upper-class woman Gabrielle Van Der Mal who became a nun.(There are various pre-production photos of Hepburn showing different proposed hairstyles for her character so that a decision could be made about which style to use for the film.(Also being auctioned is Hepburn?s personally owned 10? x 8? lobby card from ?War and Peace.?.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: A collection of 14 rarely seen photos of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character for the films ?War and Peace? and ?The Nun?s Story? are set to go up for auction on September 24, 2020. LOCAL CAPTION: War And Peace testing.  Photo credit: Nate D. Sanders Auctions/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A collection of 14 rarely seen photos of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character for the films ?War and Peace? and ?The Nun?s Story? are set to go under the hammer.  The images originally belonged to Hepburn who relished the photos so much that she kept them until her death. (The photos ? which will be auctioned by?Nate D. Sanders Auctions on September 24, 2020 ? feature Hepburn in a variety of beautiful poses for both films.(Hepburn starred in the 1956 adaption of Leo Tolstoy?s classic novel ?War and Peace? as Countess Natasha Rostova.(One set of images show Hepburn both directly and sideways in portrait shots. Other photographs feature her wearing a bonnet and tiara. In another pose, co-star Henry Fonda embraces her.  Hepburn is also dressed in-character in pre-production images for ?The Nun's Story.? She portrayed upper-class woman Gabrielle Van Der Mal who became a nun.(There are various pre-production photos of Hepburn showing different proposed hairstyles for her character so that a decision could be made about which style to use for the film.(Also being auctioned is Hepburn?s personally owned 10? x 8? lobby card from ?War and Peace.?.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: A collection of 14 rarely seen photos of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character for the films ?War and Peace? and ?The Nun?s Story? are set to go up for auction on September 24, 2020. LOCAL CAPTION: Nun's Story.  Photo credit: Nate D. Sanders Auctions/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A collection of 14 rarely seen photos of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character for the films ?War and Peace? and ?The Nun?s Story? are set to go under the hammer.  The images originally belonged to Hepburn who relished the photos so much that she kept them until her death. (The photos ? which will be auctioned by?Nate D. Sanders Auctions on September 24, 2020 ? feature Hepburn in a variety of beautiful poses for both films.(Hepburn starred in the 1956 adaption of Leo Tolstoy?s classic novel ?War and Peace? as Countess Natasha Rostova.(One set of images show Hepburn both directly and sideways in portrait shots. Other photographs feature her wearing a bonnet and tiara. In another pose, co-star Henry Fonda embraces her.  Hepburn is also dressed in-character in pre-production images for ?The Nun's Story.? She portrayed upper-class woman Gabrielle Van Der Mal who became a nun.(There are various pre-production photos of Hepburn showing different proposed hairstyles for her character so that a decision could be made about which style to use for the film.(Also being auctioned is Hepburn?s personally owned 10? x 8? lobby card from ?War and Peace.?.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: A collection of 14 rarely seen photos of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character for the films ?War and Peace? and ?The Nun?s Story? are set to go up for auction on September 24, 2020. LOCAL CAPTION: War And Peace Lobby Card.  Photo credit: Nate D. Sanders Auctions/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A collection of 14 rarely seen photos of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character for the films ?War and Peace? and ?The Nun?s Story? are set to go under the hammer.  The images originally belonged to Hepburn who relished the photos so much that she kept them until her death. (The photos ? which will be auctioned by?Nate D. Sanders Auctions on September 24, 2020 ? feature Hepburn in a variety of beautiful poses for both films.(Hepburn starred in the 1956 adaption of Leo Tolstoy?s classic novel ?War and Peace? as Countess Natasha Rostova.(One set of images show Hepburn both directly and sideways in portrait shots. Other photographs feature her wearing a bonnet and tiara. In another pose, co-star Henry Fonda embraces her.  Hepburn is also dressed in-character in pre-production images for ?The Nun's Story.? She portrayed upper-class woman Gabrielle Van Der Mal who became a nun.(There are various pre-production photos of Hepburn showing different proposed hairstyles for her character so that a decision could be made about which style to use for the film.(Also being auctioned is Hepburn?s personally owned 10? x 8? lobby card from ?War and Peace.?.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: A collection of 14 rarely seen photos of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character for the films ?War and Peace? and ?The Nun?s Story? are set to go up for auction on September 24, 2020. LOCAL CAPTION:  Nun's Story.  Photo credit: Nate D. Sanders Auctions/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A collection of 14 rarely seen photos of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character for the films ?War and Peace? and ?The Nun?s Story? are set to go under the hammer.  The images originally belonged to Hepburn who relished the photos so much that she kept them until her death. (The photos ? which will be auctioned by?Nate D. Sanders Auctions on September 24, 2020 ? feature Hepburn in a variety of beautiful poses for both films.(Hepburn starred in the 1956 adaption of Leo Tolstoy?s classic novel ?War and Peace? as Countess Natasha Rostova.(One set of images show Hepburn both directly and sideways in portrait shots. Other photographs feature her wearing a bonnet and tiara. In another pose, co-star Henry Fonda embraces her.  Hepburn is also dressed in-character in pre-production images for ?The Nun's Story.? She portrayed upper-class woman Gabrielle Van Der Mal who became a nun.(There are various pre-production photos of Hepburn showing different proposed hairstyles for her character so that a decision could be made about which style to use for the film.(Also being auctioned is Hepburn?s personally owned 10? x 8? lobby card from ?War and Peace.?.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: A collection of 14 rarely seen photos of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character for the films ?War and Peace? and ?The Nun?s Story? are set to go up for auction on September 24, 2020. LOCAL CAPTION: War And Peace.  Photo credit: Nate D. Sanders Auctions/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A collection of 14 rarely seen photos of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character for the films ?War and Peace? and ?The Nun?s Story? are set to go under the hammer.  The images originally belonged to Hepburn who relished the photos so much that she kept them until her death. (The photos ? which will be auctioned by?Nate D. Sanders Auctions on September 24, 2020 ? feature Hepburn in a variety of beautiful poses for both films.(Hepburn starred in the 1956 adaption of Leo Tolstoy?s classic novel ?War and Peace? as Countess Natasha Rostova.(One set of images show Hepburn both directly and sideways in portrait shots. Other photographs feature her wearing a bonnet and tiara. In another pose, co-star Henry Fonda embraces her.  Hepburn is also dressed in-character in pre-production images for ?The Nun's Story.? She portrayed upper-class woman Gabrielle Van Der Mal who became a nun.(There are various pre-production photos of Hepburn showing different proposed hairstyles for her character so that a decision could be made about which style to use for the film.(Also being auctioned is Hepburn?s personally owned 10? x 8? lobby card from ?War and Peace.?.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: A collection of 14 rarely seen photos of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character for the films ?War and Peace? and ?The Nun?s Story? are set to go up for auction on September 24, 2020. LOCAL CAPTION: War And Peace testing.  Photo credit: Nate D. Sanders Auctions/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A collection of 14 rarely seen photos of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character for the films ?War and Peace? and ?The Nun?s Story? are set to go under the hammer.  The images originally belonged to Hepburn who relished the photos so much that she kept them until her death. (The photos ? which will be auctioned by?Nate D. Sanders Auctions on September 24, 2020 ? feature Hepburn in a variety of beautiful poses for both films.(Hepburn starred in the 1956 adaption of Leo Tolstoy?s classic novel ?War and Peace? as Countess Natasha Rostova.(One set of images show Hepburn both directly and sideways in portrait shots. Other photographs feature her wearing a bonnet and tiara. In another pose, co-star Henry Fonda embraces her.  Hepburn is also dressed in-character in pre-production images for ?The Nun's Story.? She portrayed upper-class woman Gabrielle Van Der Mal who became a nun.(There are various pre-production photos of Hepburn showing different proposed hairstyles for her character so that a decision could be made about which style to use for the film.(Also being auctioned is Hepburn?s personally owned 10? x 8? lobby card from ?War and Peace.?.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: A collection of 14 rarely seen photos of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character for the films ?War and Peace? and ?The Nun?s Story? are set to go up for auction on September 24, 2020. LOCAL CAPTION: War And Peace testing.  Photo credit: Nate D. Sanders Auctions/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A collection of 14 rarely seen photos of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character for the films ?War and Peace? and ?The Nun?s Story? are set to go under the hammer.  The images originally belonged to Hepburn who relished the photos so much that she kept them until her death. (The photos ? which will be auctioned by?Nate D. Sanders Auctions on September 24, 2020 ? feature Hepburn in a variety of beautiful poses for both films.(Hepburn starred in the 1956 adaption of Leo Tolstoy?s classic novel ?War and Peace? as Countess Natasha Rostova.(One set of images show Hepburn both directly and sideways in portrait shots. Other photographs feature her wearing a bonnet and tiara. In another pose, co-star Henry Fonda embraces her.  Hepburn is also dressed in-character in pre-production images for ?The Nun's Story.? She portrayed upper-class woman Gabrielle Van Der Mal who became a nun.(There are various pre-production photos of Hepburn showing different proposed hairstyles for her character so that a decision could be made about which style to use for the film.(Also being auctioned is Hepburn?s personally owned 10? x 8? lobby card from ?War and Peace.?.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: A collection of 14 rarely seen photos of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character for the films ?War and Peace? and ?The Nun?s Story? are set to go up for auction on September 24, 2020. LOCAL CAPTION: War And Peace.  Photo credit: Nate D. Sanders Auctions/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A collection of 14 rarely seen photos of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character for the films ?War and Peace? and ?The Nun?s Story? are set to go under the hammer.  The images originally belonged to Hepburn who relished the photos so much that she kept them until her death. (The photos ? which will be auctioned by?Nate D. Sanders Auctions on September 24, 2020 ? feature Hepburn in a variety of beautiful poses for both films.(Hepburn starred in the 1956 adaption of Leo Tolstoy?s classic novel ?War and Peace? as Countess Natasha Rostova.(One set of images show Hepburn both directly and sideways in portrait shots. Other photographs feature her wearing a bonnet and tiara. In another pose, co-star Henry Fonda embraces her.  Hepburn is also dressed in-character in pre-production images for ?The Nun's Story.? She portrayed upper-class woman Gabrielle Van Der Mal who became a nun.(There are various pre-production photos of Hepburn showing different proposed hairstyles for her character so that a decision could be made about which style to use for the film.(Also being auctioned is Hepburn?s personally owned 10? x 8? lobby card from ?War and Peace.?.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: A collection of 14 rarely seen photos of Audrey Hepburn dressed in character for the films ?War and Peace? and ?The Nun?s Story? are set to go up for auction on September 24, 2020. LOCAL CAPTION: War And Peace.  Photo credit: Nate D. Sanders Auctions/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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